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Abstract

miRNAs are vital regulators of post transcriptional gene expression. Deregulation of miRNAs lead to susceptibility
towards many diseases, especially cancers. Their complicated molecular mechanisms comprising of upstream
transcriptions factors, downstream targets, functional and biological processes, and disease regulations are not fully
comprehended yet. Hence, understanding the miRNA regulatory network comprehensively is pivotal to modulate its
functions and develop miRNA therapeutics. At present, several independent databases and tools containing specific
information about parts of a miRNA regulome exist in silo which prevents a holistic understanding of miRNA's
molecular mechanism. Hence, integration of all scattered datasets in a cohesive manner in order to get an
overarching understanding of the contributory influence and the effluence from the machinery of a miRNA regulome
is critical. In this article, we present a case-report on miRegulome, a first comprehensive integrated knowledge base
of miRNA regulome and miRNA interaction network analytic tools. miRegulome integrates the essential molecular
modules of a miRNA regulome into a cohesive platform. We also discuss miRNA-disease interactions from
miRegulome and devise graph theoretical strategies to analyze them. We also present a next-level design for an
enhanced database repository for comprehensive data analysis collating diverse datasets related to miRNA biology;
and present the need and challenges for the development of novel algorithms to predict new interactions between
miRNAs, genes, transcription factors and diseases.
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Introduction
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are non-coding RNA molecules which are

about 22 nucleotides in size. They inhibit the expression of a target
mRNA molecule by binding to its 3'-UTR through complimentary-
base pairing [1]. Though they primarily act as negative regulators of
gene expression [2], they have also been found to act as positive
regulators [3]. A maturely transcribed miRNA possesses a mechanism
for feed-back and feed-forward loop regulation through which it can
regulate its own transcription process or other gene expressions
significantly [4]. Thus it can effectively regulate post-transcriptional
gene expression by targeting certain mRNA/s by which it modulates
several signaling pathways, biological processes and pathophysiological
conditions. miRNA expression is inversely proportional to its target
mRNA expression. A single miRNA can target 200 mRNAs [5] and
subsequently may regulate various essential biological processes such
as development, aging, immunity and autoimmunity. De-regulations of
miRNAs have been evidenced to associate with several types of
cancers, neuronal diseases and metabolic disorders. Owing to these
reasons, there has been a signi ficant interest in miRNA regulomics
and miRNA therapeutics in the bio-medical research, mainly because

of its relevance in the development of diagnostic, prognostic and
therapeutic strategies.

Motivation
The challenge in deciphering and understanding the regulatory

function of a miRNA is twofold. Firstly, there are several contributing
elements towards a regulation of a miRNA, whose impacts are not
entirely known or exhaustively comprehended yet. Most of the
contributing elements have an indirect way of regulating a miRNA
which makes the understanding of the regulatory network, a complex
scenario. This is described in the Overview section of Figure 1. The
regulatory network of a miRNA can be categorized essentially into the
components-upstream regulators, downstream targets, post and post-
effect modules, as show in Figure 1A miRNA expression is directly/
indirectly influenced by several environmental factors, xenobiotics,
chemicals and drugs.

These factors along with transcription factors (TFs) regulate the
expression of a miRNA which consequently regulates the expression of
its target mRNA. The downstream module contains target genes which
regulate many pathways and biological functions. De-regulated
pathways and biological functions cause pathophysiological disorders
and diseases.
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Figure 1: Schamtics of a miRNA regulatary network.

Secondly, all the datasets and information pertaining to these
modules are scattered across various independent studies and
databases/tools which are in silo and hence disconnected with each
other. Tying all this information in a cohesive manner such that, a user
gets an overall picture of the contributory influence and the effluence
from the machinery of a miRNA regulome is critical for understanding
the regulatory function of a miRNA regulome network.

The challenge herein lies in the fact that the data in several
databases and tools containing information on certain specific aspects
of a miRNA need to be integrated in an intelligent manner. Figure 1
shows the isolated databases/tools which contain the specific datasets
of miRNA information in the Databases section.

Upstream modules

1. Chemicals: ChemiRs [6] contains interactions for chemical,
miRNA and pathways.

2. Transcription factors: TransmiR[7] and PuTmiR[8] databases
con- tain interactions of upstream TFs and their regulated miRNAs.

3. Environmental factors: miREnvironment [9] contains the
informa- tion about the environmental factors regulating miRNAs.

4. Drugs: Pharmaco-miR[10] contains interactions between drugs,
miRNA and genes and links miRNAs and drug effects.

miRBase[11] contains data on sequence and annotation repositories
of miRNAs.

Downstream Modules
Target mRNA/genes: mirTarBase [12], TargetScan [13], miRecords

[14], miRWalk [15] and mirDIP [16] contain documented and
predicted validated targets of a miRNA molecule.

Post and post-effect modules
Pathways: Diana-miRPath [17], mirnaPath [18] and miRGator [19]

provide data about miRNA-target mRNA-pathway interactions.

Biological functions: miRDB [20] is a database for miRNA target
prediction and functional annotation.

Diseases: miR2Disease [21], miRo [22] and Human-miRNA Disease
Database (HMDD) [23] provide information of diseases in which the
miRNAs are shown to regulate.

As observed, many databases and tools (in addition to the
aforementioned) are dedicated to collect and study the information
pertaining to specific aspects of a miRNA regulome and hence there is
no cross-talk between these individual components, although they are
biologically interconnected. These tools do not integrate these various
pieces of information about miRNA into an all-encompassing
information and analysis repository. An overall and holistic
understanding would be achieved only if all the diverse sets of data
were collated together and assembled into a single database and
analysis repository, in a coherent manner. This would not only help the
user to mine the multiple sets of information about a miRNA's
regulatory function (by leveraging the holistic approach), but would
also let the user analyze the results with a measure of probability and
hence some certainty towards their research findings. There have not
been many tools in the past which have tried to achieve this goal, for
e.g., miRWalk and mirGator provide miRNA-target-pathways
information but do not contain any upstream modules.

However, miRegulome [24] sets itself as one of the first
comprehensive knowledge bases of miRNA regulome which integrates
these diverse curated literature/data about miRNA regulome and its
regulatory network, encompassing miRNAs, TFs, target genes,
biological pathways, functions, diseases and chemicals, along with
experimental and predicted sets of data and built-in analysis tools with
statistical metrics for assessing interactions among them. miRegulome
is truly unique in this aspect.

This article is a case-report detailing the novelty, various features,
utilities, case-studies and analytic tools of miRegulome in Section 2.
We also discuss an exclusive miRNA-disease network analysis method
based on miRegulome in Section 3. In Section 4, we address the need
for a more sophisticated and larger miRNA analytics repository and
propose a next-level design of a more comprehensive miRNA data
analytics framework and along with it, present a set of novel
algorithms.
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miRegulome-a Knowledge-base of miRNA Regulomics
and Analysis

miRegulome is an online miRNA data and analysis repository
available on http://bnet.egr.vcu.edu/miRegulome, that incorporates
essential miRNA regulome modules and its dynamics. It is free for
academic research. The current version of miRegulome (v1.0)
incorporates all the downstream target genes, upstream TFs, the
diverse group of chemicals as upstream regulatory modules, the
signaling pathways, biological processes, and the associated diseases.
miRegulome also contains four analysis tools which provide ranked list
of associations with Z-score statistical assessment for associated
functions, biological pathways and diseases related to the input set of
queries miRNAs, genes or diseases. miRegulome contains data
pertaining to the aforementioned modules and additional datasets
integrated into a single analytics platform.

Database construction and contents
miRegulome has extensively collated experimentally verified data

for all the upstream modules of a miRNA regulome i.e., chemicals and
TFs, and downstream modules i.e., validated targets, modulated
pathways, regulated BPs and associated diseases, through manual
curation of published literature indexed by 3417 PubMed articles. It
contains the modules of miRNA for human, mouse, rat and other
species. The details of the contents of miRegulome are described in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Details of miRegulome contents.

All the modules mentioned above are constituted in the following
manner:

miRNAs and upstream chemical regulators: This module contains
the information about the miRNAs which are up/down regulated in
response to a chemical, drug, carcinogens, organic and inorganic

compounds, metals and other environmental factors. It also contains
the species of miRNA, its expression, the experimental conditions,
techniques used for detection and the PubMed ID of the chemical
miRNA relationship.

Upstream TF regulators and downstream targets: Upstream TFs
regulate the transcription of a miRNA, which consequently targets
specific mRNA genes. This machinery is the most vital component of a
miRNA regulome. Experimentally validated upstream TFs and
downstream target genes/mRNAs of each miRNA that have upstream
chemical regulator are manually curated and collated from the
PubMed literature.

Prioritized targets and miRNA functions: The inclusion of
prioritized targets and target based top miRNA functions are unique to
miRegulome. Based on the number of interactions of a target in a
protein-protein interaction network, a target prioritization was
performed using ToppNet [25] algorithm. 11 house-keeping genes,
prescribed by Eisenberg and Levanon [26] as the training set and all
experimentally validated targets of each miRNA as the test set were
used in the ToppNet analysis. All the targets of each miRNA were
subjected to the ToppFun [25] analysis to derive their top
functionalities. Also, these targets were analyzed using 'Functional
Annotation' module of DAVID [27] (with default p-values cut o at 0.1)
using which, the top 25 predicted functions and BPs are listed.

miRNA involved pathways: miRNAs regulate pathways
significantly. This information is captured by subjecting all the
validated targets of each miRNA to DAVID [27] for enrichment into
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) [28] pathways.
The top ten enriched pathways which are hyperlinked to their
corresponding pathways in miRNAPath [18] database for further
details.

Disease module: The miRNA disease module is a vital feature of
miRegulome because it essentially allows the user to explore the ways
in which a miRNA is affecting a pathophysiological process. miRNA
disease associations were curated along with up/down regulation of the
miRNA in the disease conditions from the PubMed published
literature, for the miRNAs that respond to chemical stimulus. This
association is further hyperlinked to the miR2Disease [21] database for
more details.

Visualization: An intuitive schematic visualization interface is
developed to capture the incorporation of the above modules to
display the cohesiveness of the miRNA data. Upon selection of a
certain miRNA, its entire regulome is visualized with chemicals,
upstream activators and repressors, validated targets, enriched top
targets, pathways, function and dis-eases along with their
corresponding relationships with the miRNA. The visualization also
depicts the type of relationship i.e. activation, inhibition of an
association. This complex interaction map is intuitive and easily
interpretable as shown in Figure 3.

Utility: miRegulome's extensive data repository and advanced
analytic tools can be used to test and study various biological
hypothesis and pathophysiological conditions.

Using miRegulome, it can be found that, hsa-mir-27b is down-
regulated and hsa-mir-143 is up-regulated in obesity (Figure 4).
Further-more, using pathway analysis, it can be established that hsa-
mir-27b is involved in adipocytokine, insulin, and type-2 diabetes
pathways and hsa-mir-143 plays an active role in lipid metabolism
pathway. These pathways are significant events in obesity and
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therefore, deregulation of hsa-mir-27b and hsa-mir-143 may affect
these pathways and may eventually lead to obesity and diabetes. In
addition, the database also provides correlation of 'obesity-mir-27b-
Ribavirin' and 'obesity-mir-143-Benzo[a]pyrene'. As per miRegulome,
Benzo(a)pyrene (BaP) and Ribavirin up-regulates mmu-mir-143 and
has-mir-27b, respectively. It has also been known that higher Body
Mass Index (BMI) lowers bio-availability of Ribavirin and causes
treatment failure in obese HCV patients [29] and at the same time
Benzo[a]pyrene can induce obesity [30]. In summary, it can therefore
be implicated that, (a) Benzo[a]pyrene up regulates mir-143 and affects

lipid metabolism to induce obesity and (b) An aberrant expression of
mir-27b may play a role in obesity-associated insulin resistance by
modulating adipocytokines and Ribavirin resistance in obese patients.
Similarly, it can also be assumed that these two miRNAs interlink
obesity with diabetes at a new and deeper molecular level, justifying
deeper investigation. Therefore, miRegulome may play an important
role in exploring novel molecular mechanism behind a disease. All the
results and analysis of miRegulome are supported by PubMed
literature corroboration.

Figure 3: Overview of regulatory network of miRNA hsa-mir-200b.

miRNA interaction analysis tools

miRegulome also has four analysis tools to determine the miRNA
related pathophysiological effects by providing meaningful

associations among chemicaldisease, miRNA-disease, gene-disease
and disease-chemical-miRNA entities along with their associated

BPs based on the user specific entered dataset.

Figure 4: Case study of miRNAs potentially linking obesity with
diabetes based on miRegulome tools(adapted from [24]).

These tools do no assert a direct relationship between the entities
but highlight the top results by which the user can explore and test
their hypothesis for indirect/direct associations between them. The
tools are:

Chemical-disease analysis: Upon selecting a certain chemical, the
tool queries all the miRNAs regulated with the chemical in the
database, after which all the diseases in which these observed miRNAs
are regulated are retrieved; thereby depicting an indirect association of

chemical onto diseases. The tool displays their disease names, their
count of associations (number of PubMed IDs citing it) as recorded in
the database and their respective Z-scores, giving a statistical
significance of the obtained results. The tool also displays the BPs
associated with the miRNAs with their count of associations, thereby
giving a larger context of the chemical-miRNA relationship effecting
biological processes.

miRNA-disease analysis: Upon entering a set of miRNAs, the tool
provides three sets of data for the user to get a comprehensive
understanding of the results. All the diseases related to the input
miRNAs are retrieved and the diseases are ranked as per the maximum
number of recorded PubMed IDs citing the miRNA-disease
association and displays them. The top diseases are listed with their
corresponding PubMeds and the respective individual up/down
regulations between the input miRNAs and diseases. The tools also
display Z-scores for all diseases presenting its statistical significance in
the available miRegulome repository. Using this data, a user can not
only observe the cumulative effect of input miRNAs on the diseases but
also the impact of each one in the disease. Furthermore, the tool
displays the top BPs associated with the input miRNAs.

Gene-disease analysis: Upon entering a list of input genes, the tool
searches for all the miRNAS associated with the set of genes and
counts the number of gene-miRNA PubMed indexed association
counts. Thereafter, the tool searches and counts the association counts
(PubMed IDs) between the observed miRNAs and diseases. These
diseases are ranked as per the maximum number of relationships i.e.,
PubMed entries found in the database. Similarly, the tool also displays
the top BPs which are associated with the observed miRNAs and the
set of input genes.

Disease: miRNA/Chemical analysis: This tool works conversely to
the Chemical-miRNA analysis tool. After a set of diseases are entered,
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the tool retrieves all regulated miRNAs pertaining to the diseases and
subsequently retrieves all the chemicals which regulate the retrieved
miRNAs. This provides an insight into the possible role of chemicals in
miRNA regulation which are deregulated in the set of diseases entered.

Salient features
End-to-end modular understanding of miRNA regulatory network:

Considering Figure 3 and related data from miRegulome, it can be
construed in Figure 5 that hsa-miR-200b:

• Forms a feed-back loop with TGFB1,
• P53 activates and TGFB1 inhibits its expression,
• Inhibits MAPK, WNT, and AKT signalling pathways,
• Inhibits cell cycle and cell proliferation by targeting cell cycle

regulators and oncogenes like CCND1 VEGFA,MYC, NOTCH1,
MET, EGFR etc.

• Is involved in cancer associated pathways,
• Is down-regulated in response to arsenic carcinogen,
• Is up-regulated by chemotherapy drug Gemcitabine and down-

regulated in Docetaxel resistant cancers, and
• Is down-regulated in several cancers.

Therefore, it may be implicated that hsa-miR-200b could be a tumor
suppressor miRNA and may be a potential therapeutic for a wide range
of cancers.

Figure 5: End-to-end understanding of miRNA hsa-mir-200b based
on miRegulome's in-tegrated platform.

The above understanding regarding hsa-mir-200b is only possible
be-cause of the coherent integration of the several data-sets related to
hsa-mir-200b.

miRNA interaction networks: miRegulome's unique integrated plat-
form provides users with extensive miRNA regulatory networks,
namely:

1. TF-miRNA- enriched top target network
2. Chemical/Drug-miRNA- disease network

3. TF-miRNA-enriched targets- pathways network

Based on the miRegulome's extensive knowledge base, it can also be
rich data bank for the development of further novel tools, and
algorithms to study specific aspects of a miRNA regulome, in-depth.
The next section details a graph theoretical approach and analyses.

miRNA-Diseases Interaction Networks from
miRegulome

Multi-level interactions of miRNA and diseases are a complex web
of interactions, considering the fact that a miRNA regulates upto 50
diseases and targets upto 200 mRNA molecules. There have been
several studies identifying and predicting miRNA-diseases associations
[31,32].

miRegulome has an extensive collection of miRNA-disease
interactions curated from literature, which can be studied via the
application of net-work science. One such approach is maximum
weighted matching model, a graph theoretical algorithm which
provides the result by solving an optimization equation of determining
the most prominent set of diseases. This algorithm determines and
prioritizes the set of diseases which are most certainly impacted upon
the activation of a group of queried miRNAs, in a miRNA disease
network. This approach is implemented in a spin-off tool of
miRegulome, titled DISMIRA which presents an interactive
visualization feature and helps the user in exploring the networking
dynamics of miRNAs and diseases. The tool also allows the users to
study the miRNA disease networks of interest, by analyzing their
neighbours, paths and topological features. DIS-MIRA can be accessed
online for free at http://dismira.egr.vcu.edu.

Maximum weighted matching based analsyis
As mentioned earlier, single or multiple miRNA is/are up- or down-

regulated in one or a set of disease. The instances of up and down-
regulations between a miRNA and disease, denote the strength of
association between the pair. A bipartite graph [33] is used to map the
interactions of miRNAs and diseases. A bipartite graph is a graph G (V;
E) in which the set of vertices V can be partitioned into two disjoint
sets V1 and V2 such that every edge connects a vertex in V1 to the one
in V2 [33]. In this model, miRNAs and diseases have been categorized
as two disjoint sets and an edge denotes an association between them.
Herein, the edges are weighted i.e., the number of publications citing
up/down regulations between a miRNA-disease pair. Based on this, a
weighted network consisting of miRNA-disease interactions is derived.
In the graph G (V; E), if there is a set of edges such that no two edges
share a common end vertex, it is known as a matching. Maximum
matching is a matching which has the largest possible set of edges. A
maximum weighted matching (MWM) is a maximum matching in
which the sum of the weights of the edges is maximum. The
application of MWM on miRNA disease network provides us the
strongest miRNA-disease pair combinations given a set of active
miRNAs. The results give the cumulative impact of a set of activated
miRNAs on the set of associated diseases, which are most certainly
impacted. The goal is primarily to present a concise list of diseases with
highest confidence of being influenced and to present an association
between a set of miRNAs onto a set of diseases. This is vital to bear
because miRNAs and diseases tend to interact closely in sets and
groups and hence a tool in prioritizing disease candidates is helpful in
presenting a comprehensive and yet concise list, displaying the
cumulative impact of specified miRNAs.
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This section detailed an example of a strategy and algorithm that is
developed to study miRNA disease interaction networks based on
miRegulome. Similarly, miRegulome can also be used to develop tools
to study miRNA-gene TF networks, miRNA drug and miRNA gene
networks.

Novel Database Frameworks and Algorithms
Due to the increasing amount of information related to miRNA and

its associations and functions being amassed, it is imperative for any
miRNA data repository to evolve in capacity and functionality. With
the rapidly increasing availability of data via high-throughput and
next-generation sequencing technologies, novel tools and integrated
platforms have to be designed and developed. The development of
algorithms and techniques for reconstructing miRNA interaction
networks (popularly also known as network inference) from large-scale
experimental data sets has been the current focus of the research
community. Apart from network inference models, there is also a need
for data driven deep curation approach. A deep curation approach
consists of creating a molecular-level interaction map via large-scale
integration of information, such as literature, other databases and
high-throughput data [34]. Upon this molecular map, users can apply
their own hypothesis and evaluate the findings. Such strategies can be
implemented on a comprehensive integrated miRNA analytics
platform and hence, there is a dire need for such a collated database
frameworks and models.

Collated database
The challenge of a collated database is not only to integrate common

sets of information into a single repository but also to bind them with
relevance so as to provide a comprehensive and intricate working
model of miRNA related biology. Here are few examples of the types of
diverse sets of information about miRNAs currently available:

• miRNA target predictions
• miRNA disease predictions
• miRNA disease with expression scores
• Predicted disease-specific miRNA-miRNA interaction networks
• miRNA caused DNA methylation
• miRNA from different species such as arabidopsis, caenorhabditis,

chlamy-domonas, dog, drosophila, maize, rice, solanum and
zebrafish

• miRNA and epigenetic associations
• New miRNA and drug interactions and results

Bearing this in mind, a framework of a collated database has to be
developed combining extensive miRNA regulomics data both
experimental and predicted. This database ought to incorporate
diverse sets of data which are not only substantial in detail but also in
variety of sources, modules and functionalities. A palpable example of
such a collated database described above can be envisioned in the
following example-a database that will comprise of the following
modules.

• miRegulome: constituting of the essential modules of miRNA
regu- lome i.e. upstream regulators, downstream targets, validated
targets, affected functional and biological processes, and disease
regulations pertaining to various species.

• PhenomiR[35]: constituting miRNA expression data sets with
regu- lation with diseases. This database contains differentially

regulated miRNA expression data in diseases and biological
processes.

• miREnvironment: gives the information about the phenotypes
being affected when environmental factors affects the miRNAs.

• Pharmaco-miR: captures the interactions between miRNAs, genes,
and drugs. This information adeptly compliments the miRNA-
target gene interactions recorded in the miRegulome database.

• EpimiR[36]: This data source contains the interactions and
information between the epigenetic modification and miRNAs in
the context of several diseases. It also provides information about
the predicted transcription start cites which will help in providing
more details in miRNA guided post-transcriptional gene
regulation.

• miRsig [37]: This database contains predicted networks of disease-
specific miRNA-miRNA interactions based on network inference
strategies. This tool uses the miRNA-disease interactions from
PhenomiR along with their expression scores.

A schematic overview of this collated database is represented in
Figure 6. It can be observed that miRNA related data repository is not
only huge but also complex. There are many direct and indirect
associations between the datasets. This model presents a merger of six
major databases. The data consisting in them are diverse, overlapping
and in some cases, complementing each other.

Figure 6: Collated miRNA data repository comprising of six
databases Interactions are overlapping, complimentary and some
are novel.

Algorithms
The challenges with a data repository of this nature is not only data

handling, integrating and updating the data and making the database
scalable but also to be able to devise novel analytic tools that answer
important biological questions. Some of the data sources contain
experimentally validated information about miRNAs, diseases, genes
and TFs, while other data sources contain predicted associations
between these entities. The ultimate aim is to derive and predict
associations between these entities with a significant certainty. Thus,
algorithms have to be conceived bearing on the existing experimentally
validated associations available and be able to predict new
undiscovered associations between the entities. In the approach
mentioned in Section 3.1, the miRNA disease network derived from
the miRegulome was modelled as a weighted graph. Herein, the weight
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of the edges/associations was the count of PubMed IDs citing the
association. On the contrary, in the weighted miRNA-disease network
model derived from PhenomiR, the edge weights would be
experimentally validated fold change expression scores of regulation
between miRNA and diseases. The nature of edge weights is different
in both the scenarios for the same entities. The former approach
records and capitalizes on the available literature while the latter uses
the fold change expression scores from experiments. To tie these
multiple sources of information into a holistic model requires defining
new metrics for edge scores. A miRNA disease edge can possess
different edge scores based on either literature count or experimental
or predicted information. Such collation of diverse sets of information
between the same entities requires conception of novel algorithms and
approaches in deciphering the patterns. Also, there are several network
inference algorithms which have been extensively deployed to predict
novel associations between network models of biological entities. The
usage of network inference algorithms in the DREAM challenge, to
reconstruct the gene-TF regulatory network [37] is a prime example.
The prediction of disease specific miRNA-miRNA interaction network
via a consensus-based network inference approach [36] is a recent
example. Traditionally, these network inference algorithms have used
experimentally available expression datasets as input to predict new
associations based on the patterns of co-expression observed in the
experiments. However, to use network inference algorithms on
networks which are not only constructed based on expression datasets
but also from curated literature as in Section 3.1, new inference
methodologies need to be conceived. Hence, collation of diverse sets of
data and multiple data definitions for the same entities require further
in-depth investigation for the development of novel algorithms.

Conclusion
We present a case report towards a comprehensive understanding of

miRNA regulatory network using, miRegulome and its features.
miRegulome is the first-of-its-kind, comprehensive miRNA
knowledge-base. In this report, we detail the novelty, tools, analytics
and utilities of miRegulome. We also present network based inference
strategies built on miRegulome database. We also present the need to
develop a novel framework of a collated database capturing diverse
interactions and associations. Novel network models need to be
developed between these entities and specific algorithms will have to
be conceived to answer important biological questions.
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